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. To celebrate and appreciate the contribution of Mathematics Wizard DR S Ramanujan

. To apprise them of World Human Rights Day on December' 10 and it's significance'

. To promote the awareness about human rights among the people all around the world'

. To motivate stLldents to take positive and peaceful action in support of human rights'

. To focus and create awareness about importance of mathematics in day to day life situation

. To understand significance of observing National f4athematics Day'

. To create Students interest in studying the l4athematics'
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Monthly Awareness CamPaign

National Mathematics Day and World Humans Rights Day

School Premises

December,201B

Classes V - VllI

Monthly camPaign/celebration

To underline the importance of getting the fundamentals right and applying simple calculation

techniques in day to day life, a monthly campaign was conducted in the month of December wherein

students of all the classes were engaged in drawing any image I collage with the help of various cutouts

of geometricar shapes. To enabre a human being to rive a rife of dignity, students of crasses v - vlll

were engrossed in spreading awareness about human rights day among the people all around the world

The students of classes V and VI participated in Role Play and Debate on .Mathematics Day,' They

highlighted the importance and use of mathematics in our daily life To take positive and peaceful action

the students of class VII were engaged in preparing and presenting a powerpoint presentation on World

Famous Mathematician. crass vIIr stLrdents participated in poster f4aking on 'constitution Day' The

activities catered to the aesthetic, social and cognitive domains and enabled the learners to understand

the importance of Human Rights and Mathematics Day They were also able to infer the importance of

observing National f4athematics Day and appreciated the contributions of Dr' S Ramanujan which helped

them in understanding the relevance of Mathematics students participated enthLlsiastically in all the

activities and were appreciated for their efforts Overall experience proved to be 
lquite 

effective in

promoting Human Rights and creating interest for Mathematics 
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